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U.S. Developer Shortage Drives Growth in Other Regions

Source: BLS, IBISWorld, Statista

(in thousands)

Shortage of  U.S. Engineers Continuing To Grow
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Developers Developer Shortage

• An explosion in digital innovation amongst U.S. businesses over the past 

decade has driven demand for software engineering talent to all-time highs

• Currently, demand for software engineers far outpaces supply. This gap is 

forecasted to increase over the next five years

• Businesses in need of  developers will be forced to offshore or nearshore 

their projects in order to meet demand

o This is expected to drive dramatic software development industry 

growth in these regions, most notably in Asia and LATAM

900K 1.5M
Current unfilled 

software 

development 

positions

Forecasted 

unfilled software 

development 

positions by 2027

11%
Developer talent 

growth rate

25%
Developer demand 

growth rate
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Offshore Location Selection Criteria and Considerations

Source: Accelerance, Uptech

U.S. LATAM Europe Asia

Overall Viability High High Moderate Moderate

Rates High Moderate Moderate Low

Talent Quality High High Moderate Variable

Proximity & Time 

Zone Alignment
High High Low Low

Resource 

Availability
Low High Moderate High

Cultural Affinity High High Moderate Low

Business Risk Low Low High Moderate

Government 

Investment
High High Moderate Moderate

Widely variable value proposition across key 

offshoring evaluation parameters

- Talent Base
- Labor Quality & Availability

- Cost

- Cultural Affinity

- Ease of  Doing Business
- Language & English Fluency

- Proximity & Time Zone Alignment

- Legal maturity

- Government Investment & Infrastructure
- Offshore-Friendly Policy

- Educational System

- Transportation & Healthcare Access

- Business Risk
- Geopolitical Stability

- Crime

- Data & IP Security

- M&A Appetite
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Rates by Location and Position

Source: Accelerance, Uptech

Location Overall Architect DevOps Senior Dev. Junior Dev. PM
Scrum 

Master

Junior QA 

Eng.

Senior QA 

Eng.
Designer

U.S.

• High Quality

• High Rates

• Limited 

Availability

$126 $121 $161 $115 $126 $107 $82 $108 $140

LATAM

• High Quality

• Moderate 

Rates

• High 

Availability

$82 $65 $66 $48 $69 $64 $51 $62 $53

Europe

• Moderate 

Quality

• Moderate 

Rates

• Limited 

Availability

$82 $66 $71 $41 $68 $64 $32 $62 $65

Asia

• Variable 

Quality

• Low Rates

• High 

Availability

$67 $44 $46 $34 $56 $54 $35 $41 $41

Variability in developer rates based on perception of  talent quality and availability
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Accelerating Trends Toward 

Nearshore
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Factors Accelerating Nearshore Adoption

Opportunity Created By One 

Time Industry Shakeups

Reduced Viability of   

Domestic Cost Arbitrage

Software Development Will 

Be Recession Resistant

Ukraine War & European 

Economic Turmoil

Headwinds In Asia

• High levels of  volatility in 
public and private markets 
have provided a unique 
opportunity for LATAM 
development firms to 
expand market share

• As market conditions 
deteriorate, LATAM 
development itself  as the 
ideal venue for outsourcing 
due to quality, proximity and 
cost

• With rising cost of  domestic 
development in Tier 1 cities, 
remote work has made it 
easier for developers to work 
outside of  key hubs

• As a result, domestic 
developer salaries have been 
driven up in non-traditional 
tech cities

• This has removed legacy 
trends of  recognizing the 
benefits of  domestic cost 
arbitrage

• Ukraine war has displaced 
thousands of  developers and 
highlighted the need for 
diverse delivery footprints

• Falling economic confidence 
and rising interest rates have 
made Europe a far less 
attractive place to outsource 
development

• After the 08/09 crisis 
enterprises restructured the 
mix of  in-house vs. 
outsourced labor, with the 
preference for maintaining 
traditional, more easily 
commoditized functions 
internally and turn to 
partners for expertise

• The “War on Talent”, 
coupled with a general desire 
to reduce bloat and stay lean, 
will see more companies 
turning to outsourcing

• While Asia pioneered the 
outsourcing industry and is 
the largest and most mature 
market, variability in quality 
has opened the door for 
firms, and regions, that 
better reflect the 
contemporary trend toward 
specialization and expertise

• Reductions in globalization 
and the reemergence of  East 
/ West dichotomy has 
positioned LATAM 
development to benefit
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Opportunity Created By One 

Time Industry Shakeups

Prolonged Or Rampant Bull Markets Obscure Differentiation
• Bull markets are defined by rampant client demand and talent as the primary 

bottleneck for growth. While there will be variable rates, firms will find growth 

relatively easy to come by as overall market demand expands

• Both optimized and lagging players will realize significant revenue gains

Periods Of  Volatility Create the Greatest Opportunity - COVID & 

Macroeconomic Uncertainty Opening The Door Further for LATAM
• A significant, understated opportunity exists during a downturn

• Companies make more dramatic gains or losses during downturns than 

during stable periods, with positioning pre-downturn being the greatest 

determinant of  success

• Optimized firms and regions will realize significant market share gains

• COVID, Ukraine war and economic uncertainty create disruption-based opportunity

• COVID permanently transformed the way we work, establishing a new 

operating environment with an evolved definition for successful delivery and 

capability sourcing

• Engineering capabilities have been largely insulated to date from the 

dampening effects of  macroeconomic slowing, but as cracks start to show, 

well positioned firms will stand to benefit

• War in Ukraine creates a rift in the global development landscape

• LATAM outsourcing readiness is at an all time high, and is primed to capture the 

opportunity created by these shakeups

LATAM Primed to 

Benefit From 

Industry Shakeup

High

Low/Undefined

Moderate

Argentina High

Bolivia High

Brazil High

Chile Moderate

Colombia High

Costa Rica High

Ecuador Moderate

El Salvador High

Mexico High

Panama Moderate

Peru High

Puerto Rico Moderate

Uruguay High

Outsourcing Readiness
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Reduced Viability of  Domestic 

Cost Arbitrage

Remote Work Eroding Long-Term Viability Of  Domestic 

Cost Arbitrage

• The rise of  remote work and a continually tightening software 

engineering labor market have allowed engineers to relocate outside of  

key hubs while enjoying compensation that is aligning with tier 1 cities

• Tier 2 cities have historically presented an opportunity for domestic cost 

arbitrage with quality parity. As the gap in developer compensation 

closes, the viability of  a meaningful domestic-only arbitrage strategy is 

brought into question

• Remote only models widen the universe of  viable employers that 

developers can access with no lifestyle changes, accelerating the already 

rampant employee attrition issues we’re facing domestically

Tier 2 Cities Closing the Pay Gap

Location 2020 2021 % Change

Chicago $110k $138k 25.5%

Miami $102k $126k 24.1%

Portland $142k $170k 19.7%

Boise $96k $115k 19.4%

Denver $140k $160k 14.3%

Austin $148k $167k 12.8%

Detroit $101k $113k 12.4%

Seattle $197k $215k 9.1%

New York $182k $190k 4.4%

Bay Area $232k $240k 3.4%

The Go Forward

• The last frontier of  domestic development arbitrage may be emerging: An opportunity still exists with Tier 3/4 cities but is constrained by limited talent availability 

and precludes hybrid or in-person working arrangements

• In this type of  environment, if  quality can be maintained, there isn’t a benefit to company culture achieved through a domestic workforce, opening the door 

further for firms operating offshore
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Software Development Will Be 

Recession Resistant

Record IT Talent Gap Will Continue To Persist…

25

25

38

40

150

Network Engineer/Architect

Systems Engineer/Architect

IT Project Manager

IT Support Specialist

Software Developer / Engineer

Job Postings (000s)

…With Software Development Leading the Way

818 
900 

991 
1,090 

1,200 
1,321 

1,454 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Developer Shortage 

(000s)

...However, Software Dev. Demand Is Insulated

8%

13%

19%

All Occupations

Computer Occupations

Software & Web Developers

… By Systemic Shifts Over the Last 10 Years

▪ The “War on Talent”, coupled with a general desire to 

reduce bloat and stay lean, will see more companies turning 

to outsourcing as a solution as they are not willing to 

compromise on aggressive digital transformation initiatives

▪ Lower skill tasks tend to be outsourced to managed service 

firms to alleviate staff  time, while critical strategy and 

engineering work, which requires high-end skills and 

expertise unobtainable by many enterprises, will increasingly 

be fulfilled by external consultants

▪ This trend falls squarely in line with the M&A 

trends increasingly favoring specialization and 

expertise as these are most difficult to replicate

▪ After the 08/09 crisis, enterprises restructured the mix of  

in-house vs. outsourced labor, with the preference for 

maintaining traditional, more easily commoditized functions 

internally and turn to partners for expertise

▪ Companies’ reliance on digital solutions increased during 

the pandemic and is only continuing to grow

Software Employment Growth Rate 2020-2030 

▪ Big technology stocks soared during COVID to cap off  a 

decade-long bull market in public equities, with rampant 

hiring reaching an apex as firms extrapolated the growth 

observed during this period beyond the pandemic.

▪ Cuts come as the culmination of  a decade of  accumulated 

bloat finally being right sized. Should there be subsequent 

rounds of  cuts, there may be more cause for concern

▪ Cuts have primarily been in old-line departments like HR, 

accounting, administration and marketing

▪ Some firms, including Apple, have explicitly publicized 

intentions not to lay off  internal software development 

talent

Big Tech Layoffs Have Begun

13% layoff 50%+ layoff

18% layoff 11% layoff

12% layoff 14% layoff

13% layoff 5% layoff

Hiring freeze 2.5k in layoffs

10k in layoffs 23% layoff
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• EU economic confidence has dropped significantly over the past year as 

a result of  COVID fallout, the Ukraine war, and a shifting economic 

landscape combine to make Europe a less attractive offshoring 

destination, forcing firms to reevaluate incremental investment in the 

region

• Affordable energy access has suddenly become uncertain, an issue 

typically only characteristic of  the developing world

• Government spending programs that have propped up industry are 

running short

Ukraine’s Pre-War Prevalence

200K

20%

Source: BBC, Eurostat, Lazard, New York Times

Ukraine War & European 

Economic Turmoil

Broader EU Economic Turmoil Checks Offshoring Attractiveness

(17%)
YoY Economic 

Sentiment Decrease

9.1%
YoY Inflation 

Increase

War Shakes Up Global Offshoring Landscape

• Over the past 10 years, Eastern Europe had emerged as a large and potent 

talent market in the global supply chain. Its base was fragmented across 

multiple countries with Ukraine, Belarus and Russia collectively representing 

the largest at-scale markets 

• The war has led to an exodus of  work from Ukraine through conflict, Russia 

& Belarus through economic sanctions and hampered demand in neighboring 

countries as clients look at where Russian aggression might turn to next

• Clients have been forced to find alternate regions for delivery, shifting demand 

to Latin America 

• The dislocation of  the demand supported by some 700k+ IT professionals in 

Ukraine, Russia and Belarus will continue to keep talent supply chains 

scrambling for years to come

14/163
Ukraine’s Global Rank for 

Science & Technology Talent

Developers in Ukraine Before 

the War

20%
2020 - 2021 

Market Growth Rate

% of Fortune 500 companies 

with development teams in 

Ukraine

29.7%
YoY Energy 

Cost Increase

Economic Sentiment In Free FallRampant Inflation
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• At the start of  2022, over 58% of  EPAM’s delivery headcount was 

based in either Ukraine, Belarus or Russia

• As a result, EPAM was forced to scramble to find 

replacement capacity for a majority of  its delivery workforce 

after the onset of  the war

• EPAM was punished heavily by global markets for its over-reliance 

on a now crippled region. Its major competitors, with more 

diversified delivery footprints outside of  Eastern Europe, were not

Source: EPAM, S&P CapIQ

EPAM’s Ukraine Crisis Demonstrates Two Key Offshoring Themes:

1. The potential negative effects of  geopolitical turmoil in offshoring 

locations should not be underestimated

2. Proactive diversification of  delivery capabilities is a prudent 

investment

-70%

-60%

-50%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

Jan-22 Feb-22 Feb-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Mar-22 Mar-22

Russia Invades

Case Study: EPAM’s Ukraine Crisis Highlights Need 
for Diverse Delivery

Primarily Eastern 

European delivery 

Primarily 

LATAM delivery 

Globally 

Distributed Delivery

Primarily 

LATAM Delivery

Globally        

Distributed Delivery

EPAM Shares Suffer Post Invasion Due To Sizeable Bet 

On Eastern European Delivery
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Source: Axios, Cascadia Market Research, CIA, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Pew Research, 
Newsweek, Ness

Headwinds In Asia

• As the outsourced labor market has grown it continues 

to bifurcated into two: one segment with low cost, 

commoditized offerings and the other providing high-

value, specialized capabilities. This forces outsourcing 

firms to address one or both of  these markets, creating 

change in business models, pricing structures, brand 

architecture and capabilities

• While focusing on the low-cost, commoditized 

sector may lend effective market penetration, 

the strongest M&A acquisition interest and 

client demand are driven by expertise

• Firms that address both segments should work 

to refine their capabilities to capture market 

demand at higher margin, presenting a clear 

acquisition rationale, rather than chasing volume 

through price concessions

• For firms with the ability to deliver high-value, 

specialized capabilities

• Many firms have marketed their emerging 

practice areas without the ability to fulfill and 

deliver, forcing the need to partner with or 

acquire specialized firms

• Clients are increasingly comfortable with working with a 

greater number of  firms to access specialized skillsets

Decreasing APAC Reliance

• While Asia pioneered the outsourcing industry and is the largest and most mature market, variability in quality 

has opened the door for firms, and regions, that better reflect the contemporary trend toward specialization and 

expertise

• Asia has a clear cost advantage on an individual developer comparison based on title, however, firms often must 

maintain much higher manager to lead ratios to combat high attrition – resulting in an increase in total cost

Tensions In The Taiwan Straight

• In addition to the uncertainty created by war in Ukraine, rising 

tensions in the east have further dampened sentiment of  global 

stability

• Firms are increasingly viewing east Asian with apprehension as 

the threat of  war looms

Slowing Globalization And Reemergence of  Economic Blocs

• Businesses around the world are trying to deglobalize their supply chains to mitigate risks

• Many companies are willing to pay more for a shorter, safer supply chain or vendor network. Modest increases 

in vendor pricing are easily offset by reduced disruptions and downtime created by black swan events

• US-based enterprises will find LATAM-based development highly desirable in this environment

Current Trends In Outsourcing Favor 

LATAM Over APAC

35% 43%

Very Serious
Issue

Somewhat
Serious Issue

American View On China/Taiwan Relations
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Criteria
(Score out of 100 where applicable)

Asia Average
LATAM 

Average
Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Costa Rica Mexico Peru Uruguay

Software Readiness Variable High High High Moderate High High High High High

English Proficiency Low Moderate High Low Moderate Very Low Moderate Moderate Low Low

Company Risk High Low Stable Stable Low High Stable Low Low Low

Political Stability Below Average Average Average Below Average Above Average Low High Below Average Average High

Business Climate Stable Stable Stable Strong Strong Stable Strong Strong Strong Strong

Innovation Capacity 30 41 42 49 43 36 40 44 33 38

Enforcing Contracts 45 57 58 64 65 34 55 67 59 56

Human 

Capital/Skills 
55 65 72 56 70 60 69 65 60 67

While countries offer varying levels of  service, LATAM countries are attractive, safe and reliable locations to invest in nearshore 

development projects, with Mexico, Brazil and Argentina housing the largest development footprints

Headwinds In Asia
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Transaction Detail
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M&A VC PE

Nearshore Software Development M&A Has Skyrocketed

Source: 451 Research, Pitchbook

Strategics are choosing to acquire now to begin immediately capturing demand 

and market share rather than attempting to build a new development footprint

Difficulty in standing up and growing assets has created a highly fragmented 

landscape and a scarcity of  scaled assets. Private equity is hungry to invest in this 

environment – creating highly competitive process dynamics over these deals

Through economic uncertainty, client demand for nearshore capabilities has been 

largely insulted with buyer and investor interest following in tandem
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Interest in Nearshore Development Present Across Buyer Categories

Source: 451 Research, Pitchbook

Through direct, regular dialogue with the most relevant buyers and investors, Cascadia has seen competitive process dynamics being driven by 

traditional & non-traditional buyer categories committed to pursuing software development M&A. Outside of  highly specialized firms, sellside processes 

are defined more by the breadth of  acquirors actively looking to pursue acquisitions in the space than the select firms that tend to be the most aggressive

Software Development BPO Private EquityIT Services Mgmt. Consulting Marketing & Comm.

Representative Buyers Representative Buyers Representative Buyers Representative Buyers Representative Buyers Representative Buyers

Building out and 

expanding on existing 

delivery capabilities, 

footprint and expertise

Expanding software 

development capabilities, 

while supplementing 

existing offerings with 

fresh talent

Have breadth of  service 

delivery and scale, 

premiums paid for 

expertise, or other 

differentiation, and 

growth profile

Capture downstream 

engineering work created 

by consulting projects, 

get exposure to the most 

valuable, high growth 

segment of  consulting

Expand toward end-to-

end delivery capabilities

Significant interest in 

conducting roll up 

strategy after acquiring 

one of  the few 

independent platforms 

of  significant scale
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18%

64%

64%

91%

91%

Align Values

Increase Time-to-Market

Add Skilled Talent

Expand LATAM Presence

Broaden Solution Offering

Strategic Rationale Behind Nearshore Investment

Strategics Placing Their Bets

Source: 451 Research, Cascadia Research, Pitchbook

Dec. 20

Aug. 20

Jun. 20

Jun. 20

Dec. 19

Oct. 21

Jul. 21Sep. 22

Jan. 22

Oct. 18 Dec. 21

Aug. 21

Limited Window to Capitalize on Outsized Interest

• Over the past 2 years, large strategic buyers have acquired foothold 

assets in LATAM at an increasing rate

• Strategic buyers are best positioned to recognize the greatest 

synergies from a potential acquisition. LATAM assets are 

traditionally additive to capability offerings and talent availability

• As an increasing amount of  strategics make investments the window for 

founders to get a transaction premium begins to close

• The current environment of  elevated buyer interest and scarcity 

of  available assets has runway but will not extend indefinitely
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Overactive is a nearshore software development 

firm based in Montevideo, Uruguay. Perficient 

pursued Overactive to strengthen its LATAM 

delivery footprint, expand its development 

capabilities, and add strategic relationships with 

Fortune 1000 clients

Source: EPAM, S&P CapIQ

Buyer Case Study: Perficient’s Paying Premium 
Multiples For Top Tier Firms

Over the past two years, Perficient has embarked on a concerted effort to expand its delivery footprint in LATAM through 

selective acquisitions. The company has paid a premium for quality assets, reflecting the fact that it is not merely adding delivery 

resources, but expanding into greenfield territory and establishing a valuable foothold in a desirable market

2.5x
Revenue

October 2021

2.8x
Revenue

2.5x
Revenue

September 2021 June 2020

Talos Digital is a nearshore development 

provider based in Colombia. Perficient pursued 

Talos to increase its revenue commerce solution 

capabilities, expand its footprint in Colombia, 

and bring new blue-chip clients into its 

portfolio

PSL is a nearshore software development firm 

based in Medellin, Colombia. Perficient pursued 

PSL to build a nearshore presence in LATAM 

while adding resources and clients that could 

help spur future nearshore growth
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Recent Transactions

Source: 451 Research, Pitchbook

Date Target Buyer Deal Value ($M) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA Target Description

12/5/2022 — — — Software development and web design with delivery in Colombia

11/18/2022 — — — Outsourced software development with delivery in Colombia

11/17/2022 — — — Software development and IT services with delivery in Argentina

11/9/2022 — — — Software development and IT services with delivery in Brazil

11/3/2022 21.0 — — Outsourced digital transformation with delivery in Puerto Rico

11/2/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Peru

9/7/2022 — — — Outsourced software development with delivery in Mexico

8/29/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Chile

8/5/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Brazil

7/26/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Brazil
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Recent Transactions (cont.)

Source: 451 Research, Pitchbook

Date Target Buyer Deal Value ($M) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA Target Description

7/13/2022 — — — Software, mobile, and web development outsourcing with delivery in Chile

7/9/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Brazil

7/5/2022 — — — Software development with delivery in Colombia

3/14/2022 — — — Outsourced application and software development with delivery in Mexico

3/7/2022 1.6 — — Outsourced software development and IT services with delivery in Mexico

1/31/2022 — — — Software engineering and development firm with delivery in Mexico

1/19/2022 7.3 — — Software development with delivery in Brazil

12/1/2021 — — — Outsourced engineering services with delivery in Mexico

11/4/2021 — — — Software engineering solutions with delivery in Argentina

10/15/2021 100.6 2.5x — Outsourced software development with delivery in Uruguay
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Recent Transactions (cont.)

Source: 451 Research, Pitchbook

Date Target Buyer Deal Value ($M) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA Target Description

9/23/2021 — — — Software development firm with delivery in Costa Rica

9/8/2021 28.0 2.8x — Outsourced development with delivery in Colombia

8/12/2021 — — — Software development firm with delivery in Brazil

8/10/2021 — — — Software development firm with delivery in Colombia

8/4/2021 — — — Outsourced software development with delivery in Costa Rica

7/6/2021 — — — Outsourced software development with delivery in Brazil

7/6/2021 — — — Software development with delivery in Argentina

7/1/2021 — — — Software development with delivery in Brazil

3/11/2021 — — — Software development with delivery in Colombia

2/10/2021 — — — Digital innovation and development with delivery in Brazil

1/15/2021 — — — Agile development company with delivery in Argentina
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Cascadia Capital Overview
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Our Firm

Headquartered in Seattle, with 

bankers in Austin, Los Angeles, 

Minneapolis, Connecticut and 

Nashville

INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

RESULTS
FOCUS

DEAL
VOLUME

Founded in 1999
Cascadia has a successful 20+ year history 

70+

19

475

Managing Directors 

investment banking 

professionals

transactions completed, with 

more than $19.5 billion in 

aggregate value

Leading diversified 
investment bank

M&A, private placements, advisory services

Specialized in-depth expertise across multiple industry verticals

Representing clients in the US and globally, including Europe, Asia 
and Australia

Experienced team with 
successful track record

Cascadia is the investment bank of  choice for entrepreneurs and 
family-owned companies

Decades of  investment banking and operational expertise

Deep capital markets expertise
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Proven Results

Most recent transactions
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Business Services Practice

Practice Overview
Cascadia’s Business Services group provides M&A and capital raising services to businesses dedicated to the rapidly 

evolving service-based economy. We target companies with high growth potential and innovative business models, 

typically underpinned by technology. We help our clients to achieve optimal value by showcasing their unique 

attributes, such as operating leverage, above-average industry margins and competitive differentiation. Cascadia’s 

deep experience in technology gives it the ability to correctly position companies who exist at the convergence of  

technology and human capital.

Representative Transactions

Hugh Campbell
Managing Director

hcampbell@cascadiacapital.com

(C): (415) 215-7571

Kyle Aleinikoff
Associate

kaleinikoff@cascadiacapital.com

(C): (206) 861-2501

has been acquired by
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